
Basic UV Mapping Techniques
Exercise 01. Modeling and Texturing a Coke in can.
this tutorial is brought to you buy coke, “Open Happiness”

UV MAPPING AND TEXTURING THE CAN.

Ok, continuing from the previous tutorial. We are now going to add a color 
texture to our 3d coke can.

Before we start UV mapping this bad boy, lets have a quick review of the 
projection mapping we will use. From the looks of our model, we will use 
two kinds of UV mapping; Planar and Cylindrical Mapping.

 
Ok, open our existing 3d Can Model. Then 
go to the front view.

Right-click the model and select the faces 
where the red label of the coke will be 
placed.



Now while the faces are 
selected, go to Create UVs> 
Cylindrical Mapping.

To see how the UVs look like, open the UV Texture Editor Window. Go to Window>UV 
Texture Editor



Scale down and move the UVs Down.
Note: If you accidentally de-selected your UVs donʼt worry.
Just go into the UV texture editor then, 

Right-Click and select UVs.

Select one UV vertice.

Go to select>select shell.
Now your whole UV projection is selected.
You can now press “R” to scale down the UVs, then 
“W” to move it down.



OK, the body part is done. Now lets UV map the top 
and the bottom.

Select the top faces of the can. 
Then switch to top view. Go to 
CreateUVs>Planar Mapping option box.
Set the settings to project from camera.

 Now rescale and move the “tops UVs” to the 
top left corner of the UV grid.



With the top part done, lets do the bottom of the can. 
Select the bottom faces of the model.

Go to either the top view or the bottom view.
Then go create UVs> Planar mapping Options 
box.
Set the settings to project from camera.

Rescale and move the bottom UVs to the top right corner. The 
UV of the can is almost done, good job! 



Now lets UV the can tab.
First select the top faces of the tab.
Go to the top view. 

Then go to Create UVs>planar mapping
options box.
Set the settings to project from camera.

Re-scale and move the UVs.

Then select the bottom faces of the can tab.
Then do another Create UVs >planar 
mapping, in the top view port with the 
settings set to “project to camera” again.

Ok the UVs are done! If you select the Can and the tab together then look at your UV 
texture editor window this is what it should look like.

   one last thing,lets do a UV snapshot so that we can texture this in photoshop.



To do a UV snapshot, got to your UV 
texture editor and select Polygons>UV 
Snapshot.

Click the browse button to set where 
you want the image saved.

Set the Size to 1024 by 1024
and the image format to Jpeg.
Then Click “OK”.

The UVs are done, good job!

Now to texture the model, surf the net for coke in can textures. And align it with our UV 
layouts.

Texture of Front from www.google.com

     
Texture reference from digital camera 
(Top and bottom of can)

http://www.google.com
http://www.google.com


Now align the images to your UV 
map layouts

Next, now that the UV is done, 
lets test the texture on our 
model. To apply a texture, we 
need first to create a shader 
from our hypershade window. 
So go back to maya, go to 
windows>rendering 
editors>hypershade.

In the hypershade window,
click the show bottom tabs 

only to free up our window.



Now lets create our simple shader 
network.

Click on the create blinn shader 
button on the create tab.

Scroll down on the create tab, and 
under the 2d textures, make sure 
the setting is set to “Normal”, and 
click the create file 2d texture.

Then select the file texture node, 
and press “ctrl A” to see the 
attributes window. In the attribute 
window, click the folder button 
under image name, and locate 

your photoshop texture.



ok, now we see our texture 
on the icon of the texture 
node. Now it is not yet 
applied to the blinn shader.
To connect it to the blinn 
shader, select the texture 
node, then middle mouse 
drag to the blinn icon. The 
recommended connections 
are shown, select color.
You just made your first 
shading network! 

Now just 
apply your 
blinn 
shader to 
your 
model and 
your all 
done.



Good Job! Make sure to save your file as LastName_FirstName.mb to the model folder.


